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Instructor Certification Pro~ram 

WHAT IS A HGFA CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR? 

You ' ve probably seen Instructors Semi nars advertised 
from time to time in Skysailor , but are you fully 
aware of t h e work i ngs of our I nstructor Programme? 

The programme , still in it ' s infancy , has been aligned 
to a National Coaching Scheme (the National Coaching 
Accreditation Scheme) initiated by the Confederation 
of Austra l ian Sport. There are many benefits our 
sport has gained by being involved in this programme; 
the main ones being : access to Government fundin a 
specifically for training schemes , and access to 
resources in the fields of coach i ng , sports psychology 
physio l ogy , medicine , etc . 

The scheme (NCAS) aims to standardize coaching/trainin 
techniqu es and increase compr ehension of instructing 
principl es for all sports involved throughout the 
country . There are three levels at this stage : 
for hang glid i ng LEVEL 1 : is our basic instructor, 
involved in the safe , responsible training of new 
pilots f r om beginner to H3 ski l l l evels . This course 
has been i n operation for about 12 months and althougr 
it has improved our training procedures and standards . 
the number s participating a n d poss i bly our safety 
record has shown that still a few problems are 
arising , as is usual with new projects . 

Now , as we move into the design of LEVEL II course 
(Advanced Instructor) , I would like to point out a 
few of our teething problems with the LEVEL I scheme. 

Out objectives for the scheme as a whole and in 
particular the Level I course have , on the surface. 
been achieved , but some misunderstanding of the 
purpose a n d role of the qualification of Instructor 
has become evident. It should be pointed out that th 
Instructor qualification is NOT an extension to the 
rating scheme. It is a programme for those who are 
seriously wanting to teach people how to hang glide . 
This programme is designed around the rating scheme 
and does not exist outside of it , as the law unto 
itself nor does it remove the need nor l essen the 
responsibilities of the Safety Officer system. 

If you have completed the Instructor Course, take 
time to consider how motivated you are . .. . is it 
something you are committed to?? 

Re- certification begins in November , if you are 
serious about teaching hang gliding . . .. . increase 
your standards and make sure you don't get the chor . 

South Australia 

Levell Instructor Course - September 24/25 . 
Course Conductor - Larry Jones. Contact SAHGA. 

NSW 

Level 1 Instructor Course and Re- Certificatlon -
October 7/8/9 . Co- ordinator Ian Jarman (02) 698858' . 
Venue to be notified . 

IAN JARMAN 



Fr·om the Safety 
Director: . 

GETTING INTO HANG GLIDING - SAFELY 

Here is a guide to some of the aspects of hang gliding 
to be considered: 

Buying a Glider 

For maximum safety , only gliders with positive 
recovery features such as preformed battens, luff 
lines , dive sticks etc , are recommended . For 
beginners , gliders such as the Mega 2 , the Bandit, 
Mars or the Gyro would be suitable . 

This does not mean that all gliders previous to 
these models were unsafe - but under certain 
conditions , they may be less safe or even dangerous . 
A Super 2 may be quite safe for trainin g or coastal 
flying but would not be recommended f or heavy 
turbulence such as might be encountered during 
thermal or inland flying. Certainly gliders such 
as Condors, Mad Eagles, Shearwaters , CB 200 , 
Batwings, Mustangs and other standard gliders are no 
longer considered safe gliders in view of experiences 
over the years. No doubt many fliers will jump to 
the defence of these gliders and c laim that they had 
hours of flying on these machines and are still 
alive - true, but with the wrong conditions the story 
might have been different - why take the risk! 

Buying a secondhand glider can be a matter of chance 
unless the intending buyer knows exactly what to look 
for. There have been a number of articles on possible 
damage to gliders and how to detect this damager . If 
in doubt , contact your State Safety Director for advice . 
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ULRICH KOSMER. 

Helmets 

A helmet should be worn when flying a hang glider . As 
yet , there is no standard for helmets for hang glid ing. 
There are many opinions but few facts or tests. 
Looking at the possible injuries that the helmet should 
protect the pilot from, the conclusion is that there is 
no one helmet that satisfies all requirements. Maximum 
protection may be obtained from a full - face helmet with 
chin protector and resting firmly on the shoulder of 
the wearer , however the flying could be most 
uncomfortable and tiring and accidents could be caused 
by lack of mobility or side vision. 

The basic requirements are that the helmet should 
consist of a hard shell to prevent penetration from 
sharp objects , that the shell should have adequate 
impact resistance so that it does not split or crack 
when it hits a hard object such as rocks, keel 
tubes , rubbish bins on the beach, etc , and that it 
has some form of impact absorption to prevent 
transmission of the impact to the head of the pilot . 
This impact absorption may be in the form of firm 
foam such as polystyrene or an e lastic webbing. 

Features such as neck protection, ear protection, 
chin protection and whether ears should be exposed 
are subject to individual opinion and no firm 
recommendation will be made at this time. 

It should be ensured that the helmet has no sharp 
edges and that it fits correctly to prevent the 
edges cutting into the nose or neck on impact. 

The helmet should be light enough to avoid strain 
even in severe turbulence and it should have 
adequate ventilation. 

Further opinions are invited on this and other 
matters in this article. 



Harnesses 

In Germany and other countries, harnesses have to b e 
type-tested to conform to a minimum standard , but in 
Australia we rely on the manufacturers. Our own 
opinion or the opinion of other fliers - no doubt 
cheaper and open for innovations, but also a bit riskier. 

Minimum requirements would be: 

no metal to metal contact , ie. no metal ring 
attaching harness to the carabina. 

the main webbing should be stitched well into 
the body of the harness or even right across the 
harness, not just at the edges 

the stitching should be in line with the pull 
on the webbing in an M or W fashion, not in a 
box or rectangular fashion as this may weaken 
the material similar to the perforations on 
your toilet roll. This applies also to the leg 
straps as these have to support the pilot during 
take-off and landing - they are often poorly 
attached 

on second hand harnesses particular attention 
should be paid to frayed edges , damaged 
stitching or material weakening due to exposure 
to the sun, oil or water. 

Training would normally be carried out in a para
harness from where the pilot may advance to prone, 
supine or seated - each method having advantages 
and d isadvantages , and no particular recommendation 
will be made. 

Parachutes 

Definite recommendation for inland and xc flying 
and may be deployed at heights as low as 200-300 ' 
and still be effective . 

Certainly an expensive item, but don ' t be fooled 
into buying somebody ' s seating facility that ' s 
been lying around the boot of his car for a few 
years . The parachute material deteriorates with 
age and this deterioration is accelerated markedly 
by exposure to sunlight, oils , solvents , dust and 
general handling or mishandling. Licensed packers 
will not repack the chutes if the material is more 
than 20 years old. 

Again , if in doubt, get the opinion of a parachute 
rigger or your local Safety Director (unless he is 
the one trying to flog the thing to you) . ~ 
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IN STOCK NOW 

NE W CLOUDBASE HANDFAIRINGS 
Made from tough neoprene, ideal for all soaring. 
These hand warmers fit snuggly to the base bar 
leaving your hands free for secure-safe take off and 
fingers free for fine tuning of varia and radio. 
Only $27.00 per pair (includes postage). 

ALLENDALE HANG GLIDING HEL \!lETS 
Cloudbase has once again searched out a suitable 
helmet for the 'thinking ' pilot, light strong 
poly-carbonate shell, polystyrene inner - completely 
lined. 
$49.00 (includes post.- Red, White, Blue, Orange, 
Yellow.) 

POSTERS! 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

CLOUDBASE :- MORE THAN A :vIERE FLIGHT OF 
FANCY. 



While it may have been many months ago , 23 May , a 
Wednesday , it will stick in my mind as one of the 
best days of coasta l soaring I have ever had. 

The forecast was for moderate S- SE winds, so by 
11 . OOam , Fiona Fledgling , Don Rottman , Simon? and 
myself headed off to F l inders . We arrived about 
70 minutes later to near- perfect conditions. Two 
kites , one of which was Channel 10 ' s promo glider , 
were skying out in the bowl . Whi l e I had heard that 
Flinders can offer excellent conditions , it happens 
far too irregularly to be reliable. 

Anyway , after a take- off I ' d rather forget in my 
anachron i stic Mega 2 , I too, was skying out . A 
number of other enthusiasts , including the Beverley 
Hill Brothers, were busily setting up . On the way 
down we had d i scussed the possib i lity of flying to 
Cape Schanck (more i n jes t than wi th any real 
attempt at seriousness) and Wes l ey had assured us 
that t h e conditions were ideal for such an attempt, 
so with a br i ef scan to the right , 
(north- west) . 

" I headed west " 

Looking acr o ss the B lowhole 

Photo by W e sHill 
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Flying to the Blowhole was straightforward, but I 
d ecided to wait for the more experienced Don and 
Wes b e fore going furthe r. The day was superb, a few 
clouds , but reaso nably c lear. Wes soon p as s ed me 
and Don , los ing h e aps of h e i gh t c r ossing a ga p , 
crept to the next set of c l iffs t o join h i m. Half 
an hour later, we reached (wh at Me l ways call) The 
Arch . This appeared to be the e nd of the f light in 
terms of distance travel l ed one-way , since the next 
section required a direct flight into the wind before 
the next cliffs could be reached . 

T h e A rch in the distance. 

Photo by We sHill 

Pretty soon Wes was on his way back to Flinders, but 
Don showing more persistence, penetrated the required 
distance and was soon skyinq-out again . I took 
advantage of the situation and followed him . After 
an arm-aching 5 minutes, I finally scraped around the 
cliff top . The relief of flying min- sink again was 
pure bliss . Despite the acute angle of the cliffs, 
the lift was not great and had to be worked (which 
probably explained my 50' vertical deficit on Don). 
After about 10 minutes at approx. 200 ' , Don yelled 
out "Let ' s go to the next cliffs! " an approx. lkm 
journey down wind over open sea. At first I thought 
he was joking but the next minute I looked up , he 
wasn ' t the re anymore. A quick glance towards the 
Cape ensured he had made it . By this time , the 
adrenalin was running so fast I think I probably 
would have tried to make it to Ayers Rock ! Anyway, 
a beach halfway to the final cliffs looked ready and 
waiting if a bombout seemed likely , so I turned tail 
and headed home . 



/ 

Well , I got the r e with about 70 ' clearance (above the 
sea ! ). I h ad to make a decision , shoul d I go on and 
hope (pray?) for lift fur ther a l o ng (since the bowl 
I was in was offering only scanty lift) or , would 
it be best to head for the beach? You guessed it - I 
went on . With an adrenalin boosted yell, I reali sed 
I was going up again and soon I ~as approx 300 ' above 
the c li ffs as was Don. The view was ecstati c and the 
feeling of exhi laration naturally associated with 
flying was further highlighted by the calcu lated 
risk involved. 

Looking back towards the Arch revealed a rather 
chagrinned Wesley trying to accomplish the formidable 
task into the wind . Unfortunately , once he'd made 
it , his enthusiasm got the better of him and the 
poor demented fel low tried to fly to Portsea (and 
I thought I was crazy ! ) . 

Landing was fun . 
out of the sky , 
was almost copy 
2 hours and the 
almost llkms. 

A huge rotor dropped the g lider 
but once through it , the l anding 
book. The flight lasted close to 
distance (straight line) flown, 

Fiona and Simon drove around to pick us up and soon 
we were heading back to Flinders. I looked in the 
site book: " Hang 4 pilots can enjoy a trip to the 
Blowhole" - Mmmmm , lucky Don ' s Hang 4. "'" 

.,-Wes landed here 

Bushranger s 
Bay 
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15 heather avenue 

ashwood, 3147 wesley hill 

phone 2777942 

Take- o ff 

Flinders Bea , 

MELB OURNE'S 7.00 am Club . 

Int eres t has been shown t hat people are 
wanting t o a rrive ear lier a t ther m al 
s ites t his season 83 / 84 (in pursuit of 
greater dis t ance s ). Therefore thing s 
need to be organised earlier than previous 
years. If y o u are int erested at losing 
a bit of beauty sleep for longer ther m al 
fl i ghts then make further enquires 

.. .... Phone Gavin Hill (03) 2777942 .... . . . 



DREAMS OF THE ARMCHAIR PILOT 

Eversince visiting the Owens Va l ley and flying i n 
the famed Qualifier and XC Classic , it has been my 
dream to design and construct the Next Generation 
Rigid Wing Hang Glider - this was particularly 
brought on by firstly seeing Eric Raymond ' s one- of f 
SUNSEED wing designed by Bob Trampeneau who designed 
the Sensor 510, plus having experienced the drawbacks 
of the present generation wings such as the Voyager. 
des i gned by Hill, the Fledge 111 designed by Hill , 
the EF5/6 designed by Fagan, and the most recent 0 0 

all flying wings, the Explorer by Handley. 

Firstly, a little of my history would be in order. 
Even though most of my hundreds of hours of flyin 0 
has been done in flex wings and more recently in 3d ff 
wings, I have always had a secret desire to fly 
the rigid wings . My rigid directions were bent b" 
my purchasing a Catto CA-15 kit , and constructing 
and flying this back in 19 78. The CA-15 was a 
canter lever design that lacks the knock around/abuse 
ability of the tube and wire construction that hang 
gliders are famed for . Second rigid wing that I 
had the pleasure of flying was a close friend's E~S 
- 40 footer. Certainly flew well enough , but 
lacked the precise and instant control of any fl ex 
wings. Also the airfoil design and frame construcT 
ion being ancient by todays standards. In early 
1982 , I was the first to import a Manta Fledge Ill. 
which was and still is the most advanced and cleve '- ly 
designed rigid wing that is available to the masses . 
Unfortunately , I never really got wired into the 
Fledge , but never fear, I sold the Fledge to no ot·~er 

than the old man of rigids himself - Ken Battle . ':e n 
is the only person who I have ever met who told me 
in confidence that he was a little afraid of flyi nq 
any of the flex or still wings , but felt at home i ~ 

anything tilat had rudders tacked on to the wing t ~~s . 

After selling the Fledge III to Ken, my cash flow 
was back to normal, so I decided that it was the 
time to put together all of the principles and 
ph i losophies that I had gained over the years frOM 
my personal experience of rigids and all of the 
research that I had done into Airfoil and Aircraf t 
design. My desire to design and construct was also 
fired up by the fact that I had personally met the 
Maestro of the Hang Glider in the Owens - George 
Worthington. George had related to me that if 
someone was to design a footlaunchable glider wi t' 
the performance parameters of the Mitchell wing t lat 
he owns , with the robust and practical cons tructi" n 
techniques of the modern stiff wing hang glider, 
then we would truly have a magic machine. I was 
even further driven to my goal when I heard of the 
sad passing of Big George. 

Performance and speed were the most important 
a ttributes that I required in the LINK, as the 
type of flying that I had in mind as its pur pose , 
'.JaS out and out XC thermal ling and racing that can 
only be found in competitions of the calibre of the 
Owens Valley series . Strength and smooth lines 
were also of the utmost importance. Weight of the 
fi nished glider was of the least importance , as the 
a lider was to only be able to be foot launched and 
f oot landed , not carried on your back . So the 
fo llowing data falls into its natural place: 
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Sweep - 12 degrees/side or 156 degrees nose 

Span 
Root Chord 
Tip Chord 

angle 
- 34 foot 
- 6 foot 
- 3 foot 

Area - 153 aquare feet 
Aspect Ratio - 7 . 5 
Airfoil Double cambered NASA flying wing 

airfoil , with desirable pitching 
moment . 

Dihedral - 4 . 5 degr ees per side 
Washout - 0 degrees at mid span point/3 degrees 

at tip 
Pitch Control- Weight shift 
Roll Control - Wing tip drag rudders 

Now it really is amazing what you can learn by 
reading the right books and publications. From 
the above you can gather that the wing is long and 
l ean, which really scores high points in the 
efficiency class. The airfoil is reflexed in the 
top surface and cambered in the undersurface , which 
in itself is a departure from the commonly used 
flat bottomed or concave cambered sections that are 
popularly used on the average flying wings. The 
airfoil is held near as possible to the NASA design 
by none fewer than 40 (forty - no misprint here) 
tubular aluminium battens. They are so spaced that 
there is no air foil sag between any of them . Plus 
I have such an enormous spanwise sail tension that the 
airfoil is as clean as if the wing were canterlever 
construction. Another way of improving performance 
is to have a super clean entry to the airfoil. My 
trick to this age old problem was to incorporate 
into the sail design a leading edge pocket that 
extends from 25% of the top surface to 25% of the 
bottom surface . The smoothness and cleanliness of 
the entry has to be seen to be believed. The actua l 
cloth used on the leading edge pocket is an exotic 
sail cloth seldom used, except on only large 
kee lers - price here is over $25/per metre . 



Now let us talk frame constructi o n - Let ' s say for 
ease of description that it is s i mi l ar to the 
stressed paral lelogram design of t he average EF5 or 
Fledge 3 , but here is where the simi larity ends. 
Yes we have two compress i on struts per wing side , 
but the rear spar is not paralle l to the leading 
edge , but is totally straight from tip to tip as 
if it were a cross bar in a stiff wing (GT) . Th e 
logic here is that this pecular fact allows the 
rear spar to be p l aced right at the b ack of the 
airfoil , wedged between the upper and lower surfaces. 
This allows the whole wing to always stay as 
designed with regards to washout no matter what the 
angle of attack , or flight mode . 

You ' re possibly saying that the washout seems to be 
a little on the slim side, but performance of a flying 
wing is badly degraded by having the wing washed out 
from root to tip . Here, more of the wing is flying 
at the one angle of attack, making things more 
efficient , but still having a defined portion of the 
wing washed, so as to have the r i ght stalling 
tendency. 

When can you fly the LINK - As I have a very c l ose 
friend who has all of the inside information on 
certificati on of Hang Gl i ders , I am i n the t hroes of 
doing all pitch testing by vehicle , so that test 
pilots are not required until it is proven beyond 
a reasonable doubt that all is as designed. 
Preliminary vehicle testing has proven that the 
LINK is indeed pitch positive in all required 
angles of attack , b ut showed us that larger drag 
rudder s were required, as the ones pictured 
were only positive above 25 knots , which is suspect 
for landing and launching modes . Actual flight 
testing is only days away now . 

The LINK is named such because it is possi bly the first 
next generation rigid wing that has been designed 
for many years. While the design efficiency of 
Stiff wings improves year by year , due to their 
gross popularity, the rigid has been much neglected 
only because it was unprofitable by comparison due to 
lack of pilot demand . What I have done , is to prove 
that it is possible for the dedicated pilot to design 
and construct an advancement on the current gliders 
available - all you require is a lot of inspiration, 
dedication , and patience . I know personally of many 
pilots who sit and sketch new gliders , but these 
are mere figments of your imagination , as it takes 
a lot , lot, lot, more to get it to flying stages. 
The stages as I see it from experience are -
Thought, Sketching , Actual Frame Construction , Sail 
Fabrication, Assembly of the two Separate Entities, 
Vehicle pitch Testing and actual Test Flying 
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Now if you ' re just at the sketching stages, then 
believe me , you ' ve got a b l oody long way to go 
brother - I ' ve been there and done that. My thanks 
at this particular time go to the following great 
persons: 

George Worthington - for inspiring me to greater 
heights 

Bill & Steve Moyes - for their dedication to the 
sport, for they have made me 
think of what part I can play 
in the shaping of our sport . 

Kevin Mitchell I would have to say without a 
doubt , Australia ' s , if not the 
World ' s most innovative Hang 
Glider sail craftsman . lowe 
the whole design to Kevin, 
becaus e if it weren ' t for him, 
the wing would not have taken tho 
shape it did . Where my ideas 
fell s ho r t , Kevin was able to 
suggest a better alternative . 

Owens Valley 1984 - WATCH OUT ! 

sky SO<Ji ng 
PO 

VAROIMETERS 

TONY HANLON 

i1ciJstries 
Box 103, Thirroul 2515 

Hummingbird VE-10 ............ $ 250 
Ball 620H, Small audio 

. vario ... . •• $ 345 
Ball 651, Compact audio vario/ 

digital altimeter in 
padded bag .......... $ ~20 

651 Bracke~ ......... $ 26 
Warranty and Service included. 

KWIK CLAMPS .............. . ......... $2' 

ALTIMETERS 
Thomme n 2000-26 .... . ......... $ .1 50 
Wrist strap ..... . ............ ~. $ 15 

AIR SPEED INDICATOR 
Hall wind meter with 

bracket ....... $ 4.0 

P~CHUTES 

Prolite Pulled Apex chute by A.A.S. 
Fastest opening , most e ff icient _ 
s uper compact. Weighs 3 ~ lbs. $ 420. 
Container bag ................ $ 23 

COCOON HARNE SSES 
Advanced Ai r Spor t s ..... f rom $ 260 

plJOII' SIIN~ KtJllfl(JTd (042) 
67 /TH 



Towing -A New Era 

BY DENIS CUMMINGS 

I never thought I would be towed in a hang glider . 
Even though the history of hang gliding in 
Australia has its roots d C!ep in the "flat-kite" 
water-ski towing era of Moyes, Bennett, Duncan, etc . 
I have always had a bloody good arguement for not 
being towed: 

a) 
b) 

c) 

Lockout - it has killed far too often 
pilot not in control - his life totally in the 
hands, eyes and reflexes of two people -
observer and driver, 
Full tension release/ rope failure - that "loop 
the loop" possibility. 

Thus for me, the old towing system seemed unacceptably 
risky in smooth wind conditions and suicidal in 
turbulent conditions. 

The thought of inland towing - where the thermals 
are - has been maddening. If only it could be done 
SAFELY. 

By the time I received my May 1983 copy of "Hang 
Gliding", I had dismissed the " constant tension 
winch" idea together with the "tow off the body -
not the A frame" idea (after discussions for and 
against in Skysailor some time back). One article 
"Towing 1983" by Garry and Denise Whitman, stirred 
me. It describes a car-pulled , fixed rope, low 
tension towing system that uses a load balancing 
bridle system. The bridle attaches to the glider 
keel about 400mm in front of the hang point, and 
through rings (or pulleys) onto the chest area of 
the pilot 's harness and onto the towing rope. It 
is always balanced so that 1/3 of the tow load is on 
the glider and 2/3 is on the pilot. With 2/3 the 
tow load onto the pilot, the pilot tends to follow 
the direction of tow, which in turn produces a load 
induced billow shift correction to the glider , making 
it follow the direction of tow also, thus being 
directionally self-correcting or stable. Other 
features are: 

a) low tow tension (no "loop the loop" high tension 
release failures) 

b) no observer needed (in fact, observers are 
discouraged) 

c) weak link insurance - fails if driver makes an 
error and lets tow tension exceed safe limit 

d) supposed to be safe in crosswind/thermally/ 
turbulent conditions. 
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... 

Was this it? Many discussions (and beers) later, I 
was more convinced than ever that the system was 
correct in theory and was worth a try. With promises 
of shared expenses ("as long as you get everything 
for nix") from Bill Poole and Mollo, I started 
scouring the dumps for old hydraulic rams and cable 
drums . I was, however, permitted to find out the 
cost of new tow rope. My hurried search for Keular 
of the suggested size was pretty disappointing, as 
was the inability of the rope manufacturers to give 
me any accurate details of rope types, strengths, 
elasticity, etc .... The metric sizes in Australia 
were also different to the imperial sizes available 
in America. 

After an early morning phone call or two to Garry 
,,'hi tman in USA, it was decided to drop the Keular idea 
fo r ski rope. The cost would probably have made this 
decision for us at a later stage anyhow. As 
polypropylene ("po).ypro" in article) was not readily 
available in the sizes needed, it was decided to use 
900m (3 ,000') of 4mm diameter hollow plaited 
polyethylene (ski rope). This would give approx. 
the same stretch as the rope combination in Garry's 

article . 

This was ordered, together with a roll of 6mm ski 
rope for the 100' leader and for bridle anchors 
on kites and harnesses. The total cost was about 
$140.00. 



PARACHUTES AUSTRALIArn: 
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010 

Tel. (02) 211·5555 

ITEM NUMBER U9 $259,00 
(WITH RECESSED PARACHUTE CONTAINER) 

SMALL 5'2" - 5'5" 

DEPLOYMENT BAG, ITEM U13 

BACK-UP CHUTE CANOPY, ITEN 

PACK & ASSEl·1BLE 

BALLAST COMPART~iliNT, ADD 

DELUXE COCOON 
HARNESS 

Quality at the right price 

MEDIUM 5'6" - 5'9" LARGE 5 ' 10" - 6' 2 " 

$15.50 
P5 $375.00 

$15.00 
$25.00 

OUTSIDE COLOUR (CORDURA) ............................. . 

INSIDE COLOUR (NYLON DUCK) ........................... . 

STRIPE (1) ........... ... .... (2) 

INSIDE Cordura 
OUTSIDE 

COLOURS AVAILABLE 

NYLON DUCK 

RED 

YELLOW 

GREEN 

BLUE 

SKY BLUE 

WHITE 

SILVER 

BROWN 

BLACK 

TAN 

ORANGE 

CORDURA 

RED 

YELLOW 

LIME GREEN 

DARK GREEN 

ICE BLUE 

MID BLUE 

NAVY BLUE 

RUST 

SAND 

BROWN 

BLACK 

ORANGE 

NAME:............................ . ......... DATE: ....... . ........... . ....... ....... . . 

ADDRESS: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. CUSTOMER O/NO: ......................... . . 

DESPATCH By: ........................... : . 

PHONE: ....................... ...... ....... .. RECEIVED: .. $ ............................ . 

RECEIPT NO.: ..•....•.•.••......••........ 
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Bill P oole laun c h ing i n a Mis sile 180R w i th french c onne ctio n Photo: P a ul Hubbard 

Not lik i ng Garry ' s garage door spring system, I set 
out to get a hydraul ic tension measuring system . 
As hydraulic cylinders , with compression c hambers on 
the piston rod side were found to be expensive , I 
finally chose a single action master brake cylinder 
from an old truck . The lowing line tension had to be 
converted to a compression on the hydraulic ram , and 
this was easily achieved by a 1 : 1 lever arm . A 
pressure line and gauge were attached , and a h i nged 
mount for my car ' s towbar was added . Total cost was 
about $50 . 00 . including some engineering work. 

The bridle was simple, with all parts coming from 
the local water-sports shop. The only doubtful bit 
was the release . After much testing on the ground, 
it was shown that the available spinaker boom release 
carabiners were only useable if set up on the bridle 
in exactly the correct manner. (A major worry prior 
to trying the system, this proved to be easily 
corrected in flight if any misalignment caused the 
release to not open. Out of 115 launches , it only 
happened twice , and release by hand was possible 
after hauling in the bridle) . 

with the rope delivered, the tension cylinder calib
rated and a weak link of about 150lbs tested, it 
was time to tryout the beast. The rewind drum/ 
storage winch would have to wait . A few hurried 
phone calls to the sailplane club at Warkworth , and 
germission was obtained to use their airstrip for 
testing . 
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Funny how all your hang gliding mates desert you when 
you need them ! At last , with the help of a local 
pre Hang 1 pilot , who had never seen towing before, 
it was possible to launch my Magic II with 2 used 
car tyres instead of me . That is showing supreme 
confidence - rather damage the kite than me ! The 
Mll rose and proceeded to follow the car up the 
strip on the end of 150 ' of rope . When I lost sight 
of it in the rear view mirrors , I slowed the car to 
let it descend. As I stopped the car , the kite 
started to overtake it ' s rope , tipped slightly right , 
and did a 2- point landing (A frame and nose) . 

So far so good! No pilot input needed to keep it on 
track. Now I laid out 1000 ' (300 metres) of rope 
plus 100 ' (30m) of leader , clamped on radio and 
vario, instructed a very nervous driver to " drive 
until the gauge shows X, or I give you other 
instructions by radio", and got into the harness. 
with only 1 or 2 mph of headwind and no wheels , I 
thought I would have to run like all hell to get 
it off . " Go" to the driver - as slight tension comes 
on the rope , drop A frame and slew the kite sideways -
with the kite on the ground , the weak link breaks . 

Me - " You drove too bloody slowly - I passed the rope" 

John (Driver) - " I didn ' t want to accelerate you 
too quickly" 

I ' d given up smoking a week earl ier - "John g imme a 
smoke " . 



The morning westerly then died completely and the S/ 
e asterly started , so it was then necessary to shift 
to the other end of the strip. We did this with the 
Mll on the back of John's ute , at the same time the 
sail planes were changing their winch system and 
planes around. 

The 3-5mph, 300 off headwind that greeted us when 
we were ready , at least gave me a breeze in my fac r 
as I picked up the kite . "Go" to the driver - let 
the kite pull me forward as I start to run - kite 
lifting its own weight - now takes up my weight -
Oops ! Base bar sinking slowly to ground - "Faste r " 
to driver - Too late - bar hits, kite noses in, 
weak link breaks - No damage except to ego as sail 
plane pilots shake their heads. 

Me - " You got it going OK , but didn ' t keep 
accelerating" 

John - "Well - next time take it to X plus ". 

This time, all goes well. The glider takes my weigh t 
well and I rise 50-100 ' b e fore the leader come s 
snaking back to me - bloody weak link has broken. 

Me - " How much bloody tension did you pull on then!" 

John - "I only went to X p lus, then I concentrated 
on driving" 

Me - "If it goes over Y, you break the weak link" . 

Next time , being lazy , I lay back prior to take- off 
and the weak link breaks as I am about to run. My 
fault - don ' t ho l d back. Once again , this time I 
climb steadily to 200 ', b e fore the link breaks , and 
I fly back to my take-off point . By now it is 
cle ar that the weak link is too weak for a 1901b 
pilot plus 185 sq ft glider , so a stronger weak 
link is used . 

,Jow I slowly climb to 300' be fore releasing. The 
c limb rate has only been about 200 ' /min (should b e 
aJout 500) but John has noted the gauge reading. 
Fo r the final trial, I launch - talk John "faster" 
until the vario gives me 500'/min - tell John to note 
the new gauge reading - slow car and release - a 
good 400 '. Ego returns as I get a standing ovation 
from the sail plane pilots after I complete the l anding 
circuit and float onto my take-off spot. 

By now some of my " so- called friends " arrive after 
having an uninteresting day upsetting the local 
farmers at Glennies Creek. One more tow , this time 
with 2000 ' of rope for a climb of 500 ' to show the~ 
how easy it is and a final landing in the front yard 
of the club house. At this stage I 'm sold, John ' s 
recovering from nervous exhaustion , and the sail r ~ane 

pilots are relieved. There's a thoughtful sparkle 
in the eyes of some of my "so-called friends". 

Bill Poole (who hates the sight of blood and had 
thoughtfully stayed well away all day) got an 
enthusiastic e ar bashing on my return home . 
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Photo: E. Kimble 

As Warkworth Airstrip was not useable during the 
week (commuter airlines) , the search was on for 
any good paddocks/ old airstrips. By the followin g 
Friday , we were ready to go on a l . lkm ex WW II 
strip at Jerrys Plains . With Bill instructed how to 
drive, I had a couple of flights to 800 '. Now it 
was a nervous Bill ' s turn , with me driving for the 
f irst time . Slight disbelief after the first fli gh t 
- full on enthusiasm after the second. 

"Only took 2 slow steps - the take- offs are 
easy" 

"Went up 'hands- off ' half the way" 

" Rode thru those bumps really well", etc. 

Day ' s tally - 13 flights on 2000 ' (600m) rope t o 
between 300 ' and 950 '. 

Saturday and Sunday again at Jerrys Plains , this 
time with my " younger brother", lain, " Smacker" 
McDonald and Bil l. Same reactions after the 
" newcomers " 2nd flights . We total up 31 flights o n 
2000 ' (600m) of rope to between 500 ' and 1,450'. 

By the following Sunday there are 10 of us , and we 
log 47 flights (200' to 1300 ' ) in 6~ hours - about 
8 minutes between launches. 

As of writing, we have had 115 launches. Wind 
conditions have been: 

smooth to light turbulence 
20mph headwind to 2mph tailwind 
crosswind (900 ) up to 10mph 

We have had about 10 weak link breaks, from 20 ' 
above ground to 800 ' above ground, and the gliders 
have no tendency to pitch up. Kites used include: 
Magic II, Missile (with french connection) , Meteor, 
Mega II and Probe . All have towed up well, althour~ 

slightly less towing pressure has to be used on Me0a 
11 style gliders , as well as with lighter pilots. 



ryinally , I had a rewind drum/storage winch made : 
car starter motor geared up (down?) to a drum which 
ree ls in at about 1000 ' /min . This is handy , but 
not really necessary if you don ' t have to wind up 
the rope after each flight . 

If any of you are interested in trying this system, 
h e re are a few tips : 

1. Read "Towing 1983 " in May ' 83 "Hang Gliding" 
for basic details of the system . 

2 . Read " Rope Tricks " in the same publication for 
an idea of what can go wrong if people (who 
presumably are used to the other systems of 
bridles and towing) tow with too much tension 
and/or with mul tipl e stage releases . 

3. Feel free to contact me on 065 724747 (after 
you have read the above articles) if you have 
any problems understanding the system or need 
details on the ropes and/or bridle system . If 
you can make i t to Singl eton at any time , a day 
on the strip can probably be arranged in advance . 

Release line 

"--Ring 

At this stage , we are sti ll learning as we go . Shortly , 
I hope to be able to put together an article on the 
Do ' s and Don ' ts of the system. 

The next step will be towing behind an ultra light . 
The June edition of "Hang Gliding" has some dope on 
this . The Duncans have got their 2- place trike 
going , and intend trying to tow behind it when they 
master flying it (Shouldn ' t be long ! ) . 

Will this be the future direction of hang gliding? 
I know that I ' ll be looking for long , flat , clear 
strips of ground , rather than for high , steep hills 
with tracks to the top . Shouldn ' t be too hard to 
find in this sunburnt country of ours . 

STOP PRESS - Bill Poole goes 91kms to the coast , and 
Denis Cummi ngs goes 42kms , after tow launches . 
The Glennies Creek site was b l own out at launch by 
ridge- top compressi on . Both tow launched in a 
paddock 2kms in front of t he h ill . Thermal 
streeti ng a nd s t rong tailwind he l ped these mid- winter 
flights . Max height achieved 5 , 000 ' ASL after 
releasin g at 1 , 600 ' ASL . ~ 

The "S e c ret Ingredient " - the D o nnell Hewet t Bri dle 

This bridle, when used with a low tension tow (less than total weight of glider plus pilot), 

introduces a stabilising force onto the glider, :making the glider track onto the tow rope. 

Minor pilot corrections (although :mostly unnecessary) are easily :made. 

In 1981 the USHGA was given detailed articles on the 'Skyting' syste:m by Donnell Hewett. 
After publishing part 1 of 4 articles, the further 3 articles were not published . The 

edit or now regrets h i s decision . The sys t e:m has been hailed by top USA and Canadian 

pilots as pos s ibly the safe st w ay to hang glide . 
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For the perfectionist ... 

PROBE 2 
FROM THE COMPANY SETTING THE PACE 
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r.-------================----------3RD AUSTRALIAN==------================----------~ 

PRIZES! 

THE TASK 

CROSS-COUNTRY 
LEftGUE 

1st - On a Sky trek Glider - $250 
1st - On a Moyes Glider - $250 & Moyes Delux Harness 

Encouragement Award - Cloudbase, Parachutes Australia 

Longest Flight from NSW - p'acific Palms Memorial Trophy 

OTHER PRIZFS 

PRIZES! 

Clock up the highest average straight-line distance 
from your best 5 flights. There's no limit to the 
number of flights you may enter . 

Under negotiation . Sponsors welcome. 

DOCUMENTATION 

Date of flight and take-off landing times . 6 figure 
map references are required for take-off and landing 
plus a general description of landing location , 
approximate distance flown, photo or barograph 
evidence optional. Official distances will be 
measured on Natmap 1:250,000 Topo maps. 

WITNESSES 

Name , address and phone numbers of take-off and at 
least two landing witnesses for each flight and 
only entries posted within 10 days of flight will be 
scored. Restricted to foot-launched, non- powered 
hang gliders only . 

RESULTS 

200 Miles 

Moyes and Sky trek have each put up $250 to the first 
pilot who flies 200 miles on their respective brand 
of glider. 

ENTER NOW 

Pilots , here is your chance to compete in a contest 
open to all. no need to leave your local sites, to find 
Australia 's best XC sites and pilots. 

DATES 

From 1 July 1983 to 30 June 1984. 

Flight documentation will be examined by the Verif i.cation Board and League position and distances published monthl\ 

AUSTRALIAN CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE ENTRY FORM 

HGFA NO --------
PILOT NAME ________________ _ AGE' ________________________ _ 

ADDRESS ________________ __ GLIDER ----------------
RATING ________________ _ 

TELEPHONE ______________ __ 

Entry Fees: $2 to cover administration and verification expenses. Entry fee and form must be received 
before or accompanying 1st flight-_ 

Make cheques payable to: 3rd 'Australian Cross Country League 
c/- Bob Barnes 
The Lakesway 
PACIFIC PALMS NSW 2428 

I, the undersigned hereby request permission to enter and participate in the Australian Cross Country 
League. I acknowledge that my participation is voluntary and that I know the risks and dangers of cross 
country flying, and that unexpected dangers may arise during the League. The decisions regarding when and 
where to fly and where to land are my own, and I accept all risks of injury to my person or others and/on 
property that may be sustained during the League. I am aware of ANO 95 . 8 and Transport Australia 
regulations concerning operations of hang gliders. In consideration of the permission granted to me to 
participate in the League. I do hereby, for myself and my heirs, release the officials and sponsors of the 
League from all claims for injuries sustained by my person and/or property during my participation 

in the League due to negligence or any other fault. 

I F~VE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE FOREGOING REQUEST AND RELEASE: 

SIGNED ___________ __ ___________ WITNESS _______________________________ DATE ____________________ __ 
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3rd 

Australian 
Pilot 

Bill Poole 
Craig Worth 
Gary Hazel 
Ian Jarman 

League Notes 

X-c 
Glider 

Missile 
GT 190 
Missile 
GT 170 

League -Report 
State Flights (Krns) 

180R NSW 25 , 91 
NSW 45 , 25 .5 

180R NSW 53 
NSW 31 

3 .7. 83 , Craig worth and Gary Hazel flew 45krns and 55kms 
respectively from Belbora Hill (Gloucester NSW). Broken 
cloud streets ; 5000' cloudbase; moderate SW winds . 
Exceptional flights for mid-winter. 

7 . 8.83 Bill Poole flew 91kms from Glennies Creek 
(Singleton NSW) to the coast. Tow launch behind car 
as per May ' Hang Gliding' magazine USA . Conditions 
on the hill were unlaunchable (too strong). Bill 
towed to 1000 ' AGL and went from there. 

Note: The XC League Committee has decided that tow 
launch points be measured from the point the pilot ' s 
feet leave the ground, as tow launch is commonly 
upwind. 

It appears that a whole range of possibil i ties may 
develop from this new launch system . The Newcastle 
boys (and girls) forecast a tow launch pilot will win 
this year's XC League. Well, Bill 's got a good start. 

21.8.83 Craig Worth flew 25kms from Cooplacurripa 
using a new launch just cleared for the State 
Competition. Thanks again to all those who helped. 
I know all the NSW competitors will appreciate this 
one; a big flat , shady , grassy set up area , two hops 
from the road . None of the other 12 pilots present 
were able to exceed 15kms. 

22.8.83 Ian Jarman flew 31kms from Cooplacurri pa , 
believing he needed practice for the state camp (as 
if an extra summer was not enough !) - 4000 ' c l oudbase . 
Some of the flight was a case of ' cloudbase ' above 
cloudbase. This was believed to be a promotional s t unt. 

More Entries on the Way? 

Obviously this winter has been a tough one for XC. 
Don ' t forget to send those early flights in. Many a 
pilot last year kicked himself for not putting in 
those early flights which were needed at the end. 

Flight descriptions are also helpful with our monthly 
reports , and I'm sure we all find each others flight 
experiences interesting - so make a few log notes on 
the back of your witness form . 

BOB BARNES 
for XC League Committee 
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HANG GLIDING 
ACCESSORIES 
D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness 

and canopy manufacturers 

The Back-up Chute 
CANOPY AND BRIDLE ONLY $375* 

DEPLOYMENT BAG $15,50* 

BACK-UP SHUTE CONTAINER ~24* 

Deluxe Prone Harness 
$9~.50* 

ST IRRUP $10* 

Altimeter 
$92,50;' 

H/\W: Lnop 11" 
HMH? LOOP 16/1 
HMJr- LOI)P 20/1 

53 .50 * 
$3 ,50 * 
$ll , on * 

Adjustable Hang Harness 

IDEAL FOR TRAINING SCHOOLS 

$49,50 * 

Kite Bag 
$60* 

* I F IT 'S i'iOT LI STED ASK US 

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAm: 
68 WENTWORTH AVE. , SYDNEY 2010 

Tel. (02) 211-5555 
Prices include Sales Tax 



Well, finally the first day of spring has arrived. 
The manufacturers are getting into the full swing 
of things. You will have noticed that a few of us 
are sporting the 1983 Spring Fashion of pink sails -
look out for Pink Power! Most of our pilots should 
be now on edge in anticipation of the State Compo 
Who will be our next STATE CHAMPION - stay tuned for 
the continuing results. 

winter didn't bring us many days of suitable practice 
conditions . Paul Mollo is down 70 hours in his 
trusty log book. Bill Poole has been getting blown 
many miles, thanks to the boy ' s new towing system, 
in howling conditions . Craig Worth has been 
perfecting landings on 450 angled slopes with about 
two foot wing span clearance. 

We have also experienced the new arrival of the 
trike, which Ricky Duncan, Shane Duncan's brother, 
brought home from England. Apart from a few minor 
dilemmas , such as self-destructing props, it is 
running well and will be featured at the first 
Comp, at Cooplacurripa . 

COOPLACURRIPA 

A few words of warning about flying at this 
magnificent site. Make sure that your radios are 
maintained in full working order and the batteries 
are fully charged if you intend flying over the 
back - for a grand total of 7kms flight distance, 
you can expect to experience a very tricky landing, 
120km walk to the nearest phone/house/civilisation, 
and your pick-up crew will have to drive at least 
100kms over tracks that people actually call roads! 
Make sure that your pick-up crew have studied maps 
with you, because there are many indirect routes 
that all eventually l ead to Rome or other strange 
towns. Apart from a few lions and tigers , it is a 
great place to fly . 

OTHER INTERESTING TRIVIA 

Shane Duncan's beloved 180R has been returned after 
its fateful journey of being left under someone 's 
house. It's only scars are a few cigarette burns 
in the sail, and it was quite dirty. Quite a 
bizarre recovery. Shane will tell you about it 
someday if you ask him nicely. 
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The boy from the smelter has returned from his 
amazing trip OS - he is on the burst to fly in the 
State Comps. 

Steve Moyes came third in the US Nationals and is 
currently sharing first place in the Masters. 
Final results will be in next month's issue. 

That is it for this month, fly well and fly free, 

JANE WATSON 

PUB NIGHT 
Sydney 

WEDNESDAY 12th OCTOBER 

at 7.15 pm 

EVENING STAR HOTEL - THE STUDIO 

Cnr. COOPER and ELIZABETH Streets , 
SYDNEY 

HANG GLIDING 
and DOA 

WITH A DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN 

DRAUGHT BEER AND PUB FOOD 

D ON'T MISS IT! 



Update of recently processed ratings . 

Hang 1 

R Pirie 
K Newby 
I Gill 
C Cameron 
A Bond 
B Hicks 
C Watson 
S Chudleigh 
J Tann 
M Bareiss 
S Regan 
P Martland 
P Noonan 
R Philip 
S Puttock 
S Monson 
S McCauley 
H Pirie (F) 
B Pressley 
T Hill 
P Stanyon 
P Legras 
M Fourie 
D Irving 
A Howland 
S Langtry 
G Aylward 
P Arber 
M Fielder 
D Henry (F) 
K Parkhurst 
P Collins 
W Archbold 
J Crest 

Hang 2 

G McInerney 
R Lepage 
J Ewart 
A Lee 
B Drk 
S Aickin 
R Kulenovic 
H Trent 
J Miles 
J Atwell 
P Scalon 
C Louwen 
S Black 
A bond 
R Philip 
G McKenzie 
K Gale 
I Gill 
A Atkins 
C Sutton 
R Leary 
M Rochester 
P Groom 
J Groom 

A Nemec 
G Isaacs 
G Patterson 
D Sinclair 
J Selby 
B Reeve 
W White 

L Morrison 
G Connor 
M Stickley 
P Noel 
G Smith 

If anyone knows any of the following names of peoryle 
could you please notify me as soon as possible. 
They are obviously not receiving their Skysailor 
or Hang Book or '83 sticker, and helmet numbers . 

They are: 

C Inkson 
A McElhinney 
B McErlane 
C Petersen 
R Priem 
M Van Capelle 
J Van Steenhoven 

My phone number (you can reac h me anytime) is 
(042) 942648 . The reason they may also not be 
receiving Skysailor is their address may have 
changed and the Skysailor has been returned to 
the Administrator in Victoria. 

I am still waiting for your self- addressed envelo rye s 
to arrive, so I can return your processed ratings . 

Till next month, safe flying , 

ROBYN FARQUHAR 
Secretary NSWHGA 
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1983 New South Wales State Titles 

In last month ' s Skysai l or, the date for the second 
weekend at Cooplacurripa was printed incorrect l y. 
The correct venues and dates are : 

Cooplacurripa 
Macksville 
Stanwell Park 
Cooplacurripa 
Watagans 

10/11 September 
1/2/3 Octob er 
29/30 October 
12/13 November 
3/4 December 

1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 

The r esponse to the Championships has been very 
encouraging . There are several new competitors 
entering the competi tion. The state team for the 
Nationals wi l l be se l ected on the results of this 
competition . Several new Hang 4's are entering , 
hoping to be "Rookie of the Year " and gain a place 
in the state team. 

The tasks have been selected to gain maximum points 
on the National Point Score Ladder. The lure of 
extra points for the national ladder is also 
attracting the seasoned pilots. A spate of good 
weather would mean the competition should be worth 
close to the highest meet points for the year . 

With all this going for it, there is potentially morE 
entrants than originally anticipated . We have had t c 
get extra information kits printed . By the time you 

read this, the first round will be completed. The 
results will be in the next Skysailor. Remember 
the confirmation phone (049 , 454294) or the 
answering service (049 , 570216). Good luck, and 
safe flying! 

r 
I 

I 

P.O. Box 20 
HELENSBURGH 

N.S.W. 2508 
PtIone 042 942648 

STANWELL SOARING' CENTRE 

School of Hang Gliding 

CHUTES 
We are no w stocking imported 
Parachutes a nd retailing to you 
at $350 .00 
.- Weight 5 lb . 
.. With deployment bar. 

We are now manufacturinj~ a 
co mpl ete range of hang glid inJ.! 
accessories. 
- COCOON HARNESS (side mounted 

chu te ballast conta iners). 
- HELMETS. 
- Carry BaJ.!s. 
- Hang Loops, Gliders Ties. e tc . 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 
Phone: (042) 942648. 



Petrol companies in NSW must have fa ired well during 
August, as we drove every which way in search of 
up-air. For those astute or lucky enough, there 
was some good flying to be had. Personally I 
suffered from the "cuderna's" like - "Pity you 
cuderna been here yesterday" , or "shame you 
cuderna stayed for tomorrow - it's sure to be on". 
So for some , it was a series of weekend excursions 
with a prolonged scratch around take-off followed 
by the inevitable. Still, as country excursions go, 
the country ' s looking green and the farmers have 
stopped complaining (well, almost). 
Excursions to Cooplacurripa and other titles sites 
have begun in anticipation of next month's 
commencement of the event on September 10/11. 

Anyone intending to attend the State titles and 
are requiring transport, let us know. Alternatively 
if you intend travelling and have space avai"lable 
to someone prepared to help with fuel costs , give 
us a call and we may be able to organize some car 
pooling. (Rob 042-942648 or Bruce 02 - 3890189) . 
These arrangements would include not only 
competitors and wind technicians, but observers as 
well. With wind dummies now enjoying the status of 
technicians, we should have no shortage this year. 

The next pub night will be Wednesday 12 October at 
the usual venue, the Evening Star Hotel, and for 
your entertainment and enlightenment, we have a 
spokesman from the Regional Office of the Dept 
of Aviation to speak on matters of airspace and 
things that fly therein, but more particularly, 
hang gliders. 

This is not intended to be an opportunity to kick 
the Departmental can in frustration relating to 
dissatisfaction with our ANO. The ANO is a Head 
Office matter. The Regional Office should however 
be able to provide an overview of the curr ent 
situation and we have asked for some discussion 
on the matter of the ANO. 

Primarily we shall be looking at specific sites and 
associated conflicts as perceived by the Department. 
I have asked that time be made available for questions, 
so hopefully we and the Officers of DOA may better 
understand each others problems. Questions with 
notice will be given priority and presented to the 
speaker prior to the pub night. Just send the 
questions to Rob and we will pass them on. 

Our commendations to glider manufacturers for the 
positive attitude taken towards certification. 
We trust greater acceptance of certified gliders 
both on the domestic market and overseas will 
surely result and hopefully the necessary work 
will be completed by October. 

Regular users of Stanwell will no doubt have 
noticed the commencement of work on site 
improvements. Considerable work will be required 
on the part of pilots to turf the new set-up area 
made available . The project will not be without 
cost, so we would welcome your support in the 
purchase of raffle tickets and your presence at 
fund raising BBQs in the park . 

To all competing in the State Titles - Bon chance. 

That's all folks, 
BRUCE CUNNINGHAM 
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Stanwell 

Snippets 

At last after four years of negotiating with the 
Wollongong Council and the Department of Main Roads , 
the face lift to Bald Hill has commenced. The loq 
barriers are to be moved back some 10 metres on the 
point of the hill and the car park paved. We are 
working on the Council to supply turf to the new se t 
up area in front of the logs, but if they have run 
out of money, we will be supplying it ourselves. 
The changes should go a long way to easing the 
Sunday summer congestion of gliders. The Council 
will also be providing us with trees to plant west 
of the monument to create a better barrier between 
the landing area and the road. We will probably 
require substantial voluntary labour for tree 
planting and spreading of top soil. 

The other physical change is to the landing area at 
the bottom. There has been a fairly significant 
increase in the size of the reclamation area. The 
landing area on the beach is still a 50 metre by 50 
metre section of sand in front of the reclamation 
area and between the reclamation area and the lagoon . 
As the walking area between the lagoon and the 
reclamation area has been narrowed, pilots will 
have to be particularly careful during summer time 
to ensure that people using that access are not 
endangered. Although we are not supposed to land 
in the reclamation area, if there is a choice between 
hitting people on the beach and hitting some grass, 
the choice is obvious. 

Invitations have been sent to about 15 different 
countries for pilots to apply to enter the second 
Lawrence Hargrave International to be held at 
Stanwell Park from 30 January, 1984, to 5 February, 
1984. We hope to have some 40 pilots of which 30 
may be from overseas , depending on the response. 
Courtesy of Wayne Allen, a Kawasaki Generator will 
be reffled and proceeds go to the competition. 
Tickets are $1 , or $25 a book, and can be obtained 
from me. 

KIERAN TAPSELL 
Secretary 



ITIl IN THE BAG! 
IF IT IS WE WANT IT! 

MAN,{ OF OUR STUDENTS WISH TO BU'{ GOOD USED EQUIPMENl: 

SO COME ON '{OU GU,{S WITH MEGA 2s APPROACHING THE ADVANCED STAGE. 

SPOIL YOURSELF! 

TRADE IN YOUR GEAR ON A NEW:-

GLIDER- A HIGH PERFORMANCE, CRISP HANDLING SUPERSHIP 
IN PREPARATION FOR THE SUMMER MONTHS 
- WE WILL ARRANGE A TEST FL'{ FOR '{OU. 

HARNESS - WH,{ NOT HANG AROUND IN COMFORT IN A CUSTOM 
COLOURED COCOON. 

WE ALSO STOCK ... PARACHUTES (WE REPACK THEM ALSO) 
HELMETS ' 
INSTRUMENTS 
CARRY BAGS 
CARABINERS 
BOOKS 
HANG LOOPS (SORRY LOOPS) ...... ALL '{OUR HANG GLIDING NEEDS. 

WRITE TO AERIAL TECHNICS 
42 STANWELL AVE, 
STANWELL PARK, 2509. 

OR PHONE (042) 94 2545 

ROBIN ISAACS 4 ALUMINIUM ANODISERS 
AERIAL TECHNICS WISH TO THANK THEIR SPONSORS and 

KEN McCARTH,{ 4 HfLENSBURGH REAL ESTATE. 
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Queensland News 

NOBBY NOTES 
Once again we had two compe t itions during August. 
The first one was held at Nobby . For most of the day 
the wind was coming over the back (we should have hpld 
it at Tamborine) , but despite this we did manage to 
get two rounds in. The first being a pylon course 
and spot landing, and the second an LD run. 

I. Steve Lys EF5 55 points 
2 . Gavin Howland Meteor 190 51 
3 . Dick Lys EF5 49 
4. David Board Missi l e ISO 47 
5. Craig Latham Meteor 150 43 
6 . Scott Tucker Missile ISO 35 
7 . Marie Tucker Meteor 150 29 
S . Les McCrystal Mega 2 21 
9. Graham Puka llus Fledge 18 
10. Mark Lys Mega 2 17 

The second comp was at Tamborine. Again there were 
two rounds. A duration and spot landing in the 
morning , and a XC in the afternoon. 

The second round went well with 9 pilots getting 
up to cloudbase and then following the cloud s treet 
down to Canungra, at which point we split into two 
groups . 

One lot went down the valley and the others went 
up a long the top of the range towards Rosins. We 
all made distances of between 10 and 22kms . 

SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING 
12 COATES STREET, MORNINGSIDE 

7.30 pm 21st OCTOBER , 1983 

TO CONSIDER AND ADOPT THE 

CONSTITUTION AND ARTICLES OF 

ASSOCIATION FOR THE QU E ENSLAND 

HANG GLIDING ASSOC. INCORPORATED. 

L-. __________________________ _ 
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I. 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9 . 
10. 
II. 
12. 

Craig Latham 
Trevor Purcell 
Graham Pukallus 
Scott Tucker 
David Board 
Richard Nevins 
Gavin Howland 
Bernie Gonsaleuz 
Marie Tucker 
Steve Lys 
Col Hooker 
Craig Wilson 

Meteor 150 
Meteor 190 
Fledge 
Missile ISO 
Missile ISO 
Meteor 190 
Meteor 190 
Probe 165 
Meteor 150 
EF5 
Swift 170 
Mega 2 

44 points 
34 
2S.5 
2S 
25.5 
25 
24 
20 . 5 
15 
12 

S 
7.5 

Barry Clapham and Dave Stevens who were not in the 
Comp , also went XC that day , taking off a couple of 
hours before us. Dave landed somewhere in the 
Canungr a Valley , while Barry made it to Hillview , a 
distanc e of 35kms. 

The end of the year is not far away , and so plans are 
under way for the Nobby Club Christmas Party. It 
wi ll be on 10 December, but as yet the venue has not 
been decided upon. 

Also in December there will be a XC Comp at Stringy 
Bark (Toowoomba). It ' s being called "Quest for a 
Hundred Miles " (subject to DOT approval). Any 
H4 o r H5 pilot who is a member of HGFA and who has 
an altimeter and parachute may enter. 4WD vehicles 
will be provided for p ick-up. The Entry Fee is 
$20 . $10 will go towards petrol and the remainder 
is for BBQ and prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd . 

The BBQ will be on the Saturday night, at Rosco ' s 
property . There is plenty of r oom for tents. 

All interested pilots send entry fee along with a 
brief history of previous XC flights to: 

Graham Pukallus 
9 Cardwell St 
REDBANK PLAINS QLD 4300 
Phone 2013453 

Graham has also organized a Metrological Course 
which will be commencin g on 13 Depte mber at his pla c e 
at 7 . 30pm. It will run for a duration of two nights 
a week, over three weeks . 

There wil l be an exper ienced sail plane pilot and 
Metrological Researcher giving lectures , as we ll as 
showing films. At the end of the course there will 
be an exam . The weekend after the course , all that 
has been learnt will be put into practice . The 
course is free. For further detai ls contact Graham 
on 20 13453 . 

Toowoomba XC will be on 3 and 4 December . 

DAVID BOARD " 
Secretary 

Queensland Hang Gliding Association is seeK:ing a 

CONTEST DIRECTOR to conduct the South 

Queensland Hang Gliding Championships during 

Easter , 1984. This position will be partly funded 

and applications should be directed to the 

Secretary, Q1dHGA , 12 Coates St. , Morningside. 



1983 VIC COMPS - STILL THE FRIENDLY GAMES 

well troops - here is some more coercing to get YOU 
into the 1983 Vic Comps . I ' m talking especially to 
H3 and H4 pilots who would like to try some thermalling. 
At the 1983 Comps we will arrange : 

Lifts to the top 
Lifts to the Pub (those flying more than 200 

miles , excluded) 

All you need to do is make your own arrangements 
between take- off and landing. If there are suffici pnt 
entries there will be prizes for each weekend ' s 
flying , so if you can make it for only one weekend, 
get along . Details again: 

LOCATION: 

DATES : 

ENTRY FEE: 

Ben Nevis area . 

October 29 - Nov 1 
November 12, 13 
November 26 , 27 
(with following weekends as 

back-ups) 

$10 (made payable to VHGA) or , 
$5 per weekend 

MINIMUM HANG RATING: Hang 3 

ENTRIES AND 
INFORMATION: Rob Danaher 

1 Lydhurst Court 
Hoppers Crossing Vic 3030 
6453400 (BH) 
7495605 (AH) 
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Take - off at Ben Nevis . Photo by Ian Haigh 

----. --------------, 

HANG GLIDING CLUB, 
This popular institution still meets 
regularly on the first Tuesday o f each 
month . . . .. . . 

Where you can ........ . 

Corner a Safety Officer and get rated . 

Ask advice . 

Hear the latest gossip . 

Spend the night telling everyone h ow you 
gained 2000 ft . at Portsea last weekend. 

See the latest Hang gliding films . 

Advertize your old hang g liding gear . 

* Buy someone else ' s old hang gliding gear . 

Get fed . 

Have a good time . 

. ...... ALL AT THE ANCHOR AND HOPE . 
481 CHAPEL STREET RICHMOND . 

ON THE FIRST TUESDAY OF THE MONTH . 

SEE YOU IN THE ' BUGATTI ' ROOM 

TOILET SEAT AWARD 

Southern Hang Gliding C l ub's toilet 

seat a ward fo r September was won 

by Colin Bar ry for yet another 

water land i ng. 



LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR 

Dear Ed, 

It is not, perhaps , the best that my first 
contribution to Skysailor is in the form of complaint, 
but I feel that the letter to yourself from "Nod", 
printed in the August issue, requires comment. 

At first I could not believe that the letter was on 
the level. However, on reflection, it appears 
irrelevant that it was intended as a joke or not. 

This letter displays exactly the type of 
irresponsible attitude that hang gliding has been 
striving to rid itself of for years. It is only 
through recognition of the fact that the freedom of 
our sport is closely tied to our awareness of, and 
adhesion to the prevailing regulations that we can 
hope to create a mature National image. One that 
is conducive to the sport achieving it's goals of 
greater freedom of airspace and self- regulation. I 
can see no advantage in maintaining an attitude alo ng 
the lines that "Nod" condones . The letter is so 
pathetic and infuriating, that any person with half 
a brain would immediately discount it. Further 
comment upon it is pointless, but it does raise some 
serious questions . 

It would be interesting to know how anyone could 
achieve a H4 in seven months when there is a total of 
nine months wait between HI and H4 . The Safety 
Officers concerned are doing their students, the mselves 
and the sport a great dis- service by allowing "easy 
passes " to mates . Such practice is not only 
irresponsible, but grossly negligent and can only 
serve to increase Ulrich Kosmer's workload. 

I feel that some comment is warranted on the inclusion 
o f this letter in Skysailor in the first place. What 
about freedom of speech??? I hear you cry. Well, 
I suppose even morons are entitled to their opinions, 
but we should be able to expect some sort of 
editorial rider , stating that the above letter is in 
no way representative of the Hang Gliding movement . 

God help the HGFA negotiators in their dealings with 
the DOA if too much of this negative garbage appears 
in print. 

MIKE CLEGG 
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Dear Peter 

I was pleased to see the proposed ANO draft in the 
June 5kysailor . Further to Kieran Tapsell's letter 
(55 July 83) , I am a littl e concerned with sections 
4.9(b) , (c), (f) and (g). Taking them in turn: 

4 . 9(b ) is far too vague and sloppy a piece of 
legislation to be passed wi thout strong protest. 
If the DOA nominates all mainland states as places 
where it would be dangerous to conduct hang gliding , 
then we would only have ourselves to blame for 
accepting such codswol l op. 

4.9(c) - Why the extension of the old Skm limit to 
8km? Is the extra 3km really going to provide an 
additional safety factor? Is the Deptartment 
admitting then that it has been negligent in allowing 
operations under the previous ANO or is it more a 
case of "tacking a bi t more on whi Ie we're at it". 

Outside of controlled airspace instrument approaches 
are made down a narrow corridor within prescribed 
height limits . Wouldn't it be more sensible to 
restrict hang gliding within a buffer zone around 
that access corridor, rather than apply a blanket 
restriction of 16km radius around the airport. 

4.9(f) and (g) are the same old horeshit on the same 
old blanket. This may have been relevant in 1974, 
but it is not relevant now. The existence of 
ridiculous laws weakens the respect that law abiding 
pilots have for sensible regulations. These two 
sections need to be redrafted along the lines 
suggested by Kieren, where the emphasis is placed 
on flying in a manner which doesn ' t endanger the p ublic. 

Two final points: 

a) The old ANO relied heavily on arbitrary limits 
which may have been appropriate to a Cessna 180 
but which were a little ridiculous when applied 
to a 70lb craft with a stal l speed of lSmph, 
and a 50 ' turning c ircle. To maintain its 
c redibility, which must be on a par with Rex 
Mossop ' s command of the spoken word, isn't it 
time that DOA had a qualified hang glider pilot 
on staff? In 1981 , N5WHGA offered to pay for 
the training of a DOA staff member, but it seems 
our offer fell on deaf ears . This was not due to 
lack of a suitable volunteer. 

b) One must question the method of measuring 
vertical distance in metres and horizontal 
distance in feet. How about some consistency 
in our legislation. 

Yours in flight, 
GREG TANNER 



Dear Ed , 

I would like to comment on th e arti cles appearing 
unsigned in letters to the Editor. The comments 
relate to so called "Callous Queensland Pi l ots " . 

Heather and myself were not present at the time of 
the nea r fatal accident, but were deeply involved in 
the ensuing investigation. Statements were taken 
from pilots and witnesses a nd hopefully the following 
statement will clarify the situation that exists with 
Qld pilots . 

I do not be l ieve that all Qld p ilots could be branded 
" ca l l ous " because of the incident at Double Island 
Point . I have personally witnessed pilots involving 
themselves in potentially dangerous s ituations , and 
in some cases , suffering structural damage to their 
gliders whilst landing close to pilots whom they 
thought may have needed assistance . 

Also there were pilot s at Double Island Point that 
landed when they noticed the position of the g lider 
because they thought that the pi lot may have needed 
assistance . The pilots that landed did so wi t hout 
knowing for certain i f the pilot was injured or to 
wh at extent. 

Wh i le this calibre of pilot exists , no-one could 
brand all our pilots as " callous ". Unfortunately 
there were some pilots who did remain in the air 
for reasons known only to themselves , and it is on 
this basis that our Qld pilots have apparently been 
referred to as " callous". 

TED McALLEN 
HGFA State Co-Ordinator 

SkYSO"or 

5kvsallor 
5kysailor 

BACK ISSUES - 50¢. 

WINWINW INWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINWINW IN 

; SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION INC. 

Name .... . . .. ... .......•..... ; 19&'3 to.tte't{.f 
Address ...... . . . .. . ... .... . ': 1st Prize .. 500 ECHOES or S300 Cosh 

or HANG GUDI NG GOODS to value 5300 
Phone No ....... . .. . .. . ...... . 

2nd Prize - 125 ECHOES or 575 Cosh 
Promoter: S.A.H.G.A. Inc. 

Proceeds to: 
lrd Pr i ze .. 40 ECHOES or 525 Co sh 

South Australian Hang Gliding : Proc o "1', in did of S. A.H.G.A. Inc. 
Assoc iation Inc., 

To be drawn on 15.11.19 B3 

Licence No .A7223 

To ne drawn Sports Administrat ion epn re 8 p.m. 15.11.1983 

Results published in "T hf' Ad·:Pll.ispr" IB.II.1 9/l3 
licpncp No.A7 273 . ISn" tickets at 51 .00 L-__________________________ ~ ______ __ 

I 
I ___ 1 

Tickets available from SAHGA Inc , c/- PO Box 163 , 
Goodwood , 5034 , or from participating dealers in 
your area . Hang gliding goods may be selected from 
the dealer of your choice . 

NB: Echoes are small bottles of beer (375ml) unique 
to SA . 
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Dear Editor 

I began hang gliding one year ago; from this limited 
experience, I would like to make some points 
concerning safe ty which rais e my concern , and may 
raise the concern of other hang glider pilots . 

Once a trainee has had basic training in the handling 
of a glider , he (or she) will then aspire to become 
proficient in soaring flight ; however, along the 
way there are certain steps that the pilot takes 
which, without realising, may expose him to danger. 
Points which I have observed, where a dangerous 
situation may suddenly arise, include the followin g 
stage of learning: 

Initial high flights 
Transition from hang to prone position 
Flight in high wind, when a pilot may find 
difficulty in penetration 
Flight in conditions of marginal lift , when 
a pilot may have to land unexpectedly 
Take-off runs when a wing lifts 
Use of the "standard approach" for landing 
Top landing 
Landing in a small area, eg o a populated beach 
Transition to a higher performance glider 

The above list is not, of course , complete; no doubt 
there are other potentially dangerous stages which 
I have not identified yet. However, I feel that, 
whereas other dangerous circumstances (ego stalls, 
rotor, etc) are documented in books and in the ratings 
program , there is a general insufficient forewarni ng 
given to the hang glider pilot on the points I have 
listed. The learner may possibly be told that " this 
is what to do", assuming that he is fortunate to 
be in frequent contact with more experienced pilots -
which is not always the case , but he probably is not 
told the stage of experience at which he should 
attempt it , or of the pitfalls to be aware of. It 
is not uncommon, for example, to see a learner who 
is under the impression that he should attempt to 
fly in prone position whilst stil l on the novice 
slopes. 

I have my own experience. My hang gliding seemed to 
be progressing , so I decided to try the recommended 
standard approach for landing. It worked fine a few 
times, but due to misjudgement, I had a couple of very 
nasty landings. It was not until after this when 
someone whispered in my ear, that maybe I had tried 
something beyond my level of skill, that I appreciated 
that there even existed such a danger in this type 
of landing approach. 

NOW , many people may not consider this much 
significance . After all , everyone who has become 
proficient at hang gliding must have been through 
these stages and survived. But I don't think that I 
was irresponsib le or stupid. Yet I did not forsee 
this danger. 

What can be the solution? Forewarned is forearmed , so 
somehow trainees must be alerted to these pitfalls in 
advance . The ratings questions may be changed , and 
someone may write a better instruction book at s ome 
time in the future . Until then it may be an idea for 
all intending pilots at a certain stage , to attend 
a seminar on safety . However, the responsibility 
must also fallon all experienced pilots to provide 
constructive advice and assistance to those learni ng 
the sport. Without this ongoing education , how can 
we expect to minimise accidents during the learning 
stages? 

ALEC BREWIN 

Dear Ed 

Something I just learnt only a few weeks ago from 
a friend , Michael Cockburn , regarding l andings. 

He was telling us, Paul Donovan, Clint Fore man and 
myself how he saw at Buffalo , all the hot pilots 
doing amazing spot landings in fast ships. 

The trick was to do your flare holding the rear wires 
(just about where your arms would be if down and 
relaxed) . 

Note these landings are for relatively light wind , 
eg o inland or light coast or you will find yourself 
in a sticky situation going down wind . It ' s not 
necessary to do a gorilla type shove , the wires 
aren ' t hard to hold (when you're f l oating around 
on the coast , try flying with your side or rear 
wires, it ' s not hard) . 

One thing to remember is to come in on your final 
approach , say 1- 2 ', depending on circumstance wi l h 
a little more speed than usual - not too much or 
you will not stall the way you wish to and may 
"fall through " - no danger - just that you don ' t 
get the desired effect . 

I haven't had much experience with this type of 
landing, but what I have had is extremely good. 
(Mars). Only recently at Su nnyside in ca lm air 
2mph approx, I'm sure I stopped still in the air 
2 ' up, then plopped gently on my feet (amazing, I 
t hought) . 

Anyway if you are having trouble landing your 
Meteor , Missile, Probe - whatever, it's worth 
a try in light wind. This is not for learners or 
for those not familiar with their kite , etc. 

If you need proof of the success of this technique , 
then maybe the story of Steve Moyes landing half 
way up Mt Buffalo on a 350 rock face will give 
you some faith. 

PAUL TANNER 

DOWT FORGET TO. ,. ,. , 

PLAN AHEAD FOR 
MT. BUFFALO COMPo 

SEE LAST MONTHS ISSUE 
FOR FULL DETAILS, 
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VIC 

~ 
MARK.ET PLACE 

~' ~\ 

~~, ~ . ! 
Meteor 170 $1,200 . For the performance /")~ ~c;. 

NSW 

and handling you need , phone (03) 2777942. ~ 

~ 
Skytreck Nova . Good condition. Blue/Dark Blue/ 
White. Will include hang harness. Min Ratino 
H2 . $400 . 00 . 
Mike Estcourt (052) 613534 (AH) 

(03) 6111784 (BH) 

Swift 170 , good condition . Gold and white . 
$850.00 . ONO. o r, 

will swap for a good condition Mega 2 p l us 
$100 . 00 . or , 

Will s wap for a good condition Bandit plus 
$200 . 00 . 
Phone Steve (03) 728 2778 (AH) o r 509 662 4 (BH) 
PS . Will t hrow in a free ~esson if you live in 
Vi ctori a (Certified Instructor) . 

Sw ift 170 in good condition. Red and brown 
doubl e surface . Gold m ain sail. Many 

improvements ( B est fli ght on this glider 
109km s). $1000.00 

Ring Ian O'Neill (0 3 ) 8904163 (AH). 

Parachute 

$2 8 0 
R i n g 

and Harness 

will seperate 

P e ter (03) 72 6 4 669 

B lue / Gr e en O 'Ryan (Orio n ) Kite 

Good condition , n eed ' s g ood ho rne , fly ' s well , 
che ap to feed , m inimu m rating - hang 2 , 
m ake s an excellent frien d 

At a bar gain price - $ 700 . 00 

Colin Boyd Phone (059) 8 5 4224 
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Moyes 5% (small Maxi) , excellent condition , 
yellow and black , plus Moyes harness . Would 
suit newcomer to the sport . Clean tight sail . 
Min rati ng H2. The lot for $475.00 . 
John Guthrie (07) 3951540 . 

Meteor 170 , 18 months old . Excellent 
condition . White mail sail , orange double 
under s urgace. "$1000.00. 
Tony Ca llan (07) 2657258 

Missile 180 , 8 months old , dark green , white 
tips and keel pocket . H3 . $1200 . 00. Will 
also trade for Mega II with agreeable cash 
exchange. Travelling to Lower Queensland 
early September and can make glider available. 
Bob Barnes (065) 540516. 

Missi l e 180 , 8 months old. White main sail, 
black l eading edge and pocket, red fin and 
undersu r face . Must sell , going OS. $1200.00. 
Cheap! 
Greg Tanner (042) 942545. 

Missile 180 , excellent 
tips. Priced to sell . 
H3. wi ll exchange for 
Bandit . 

condition . Green/white 
Rip me off at $1000 . 00 . 

Mars or Mega II or 

Bob Barnes (065) 540416 . 

Hiway Demon 175. Blue/yellow sail . 60% doubl e 
surface. Excellent condition , just overhauled . 
Mellow hand ling , high quality english glider . 
Fully certi f i ed to British and German standards . 
H3 ratin g . A steal at $750. 
Phone Wi l l i am (02) 6941155 (AH) . Leave message 
if I 'm out. 

Hoyes Mars 170 with helmet , harness and wind 
speed indi cator. Like new condition (used only 
3 or 4 weekends) . Min rating Hl and ideal for 
beginne r to H3 . Present owner has been 
permanently relocated overseas. $1340.00 firn . 
Ring (02) 3891492 . 

Wedgetail 180 . Red with green and white tips . 
3 years old , but well cared for and in good 
condition. $600.00. 
phil Ayr t on (02) 8182825. 

Moyes Miss i le 180. 12 months old . Whi te wi th 
red undersurface and blue leading edge . 
Excellent condition. Offers around $1100 . 
Phone Nick on (048) 6 13670 . 

Probe - Orange and white . Escellent condition . 
Mid rating H3 . $1350.00 . or offer. 
David Gordon 8680875 (BH), 956261 (AH) 



MOYES IS A WINNER 
m"1PARE 4 OF 'ruE ~mLD'S TOP PERFORMIN:l GLIDERS 

.- . 

l-O'iES GT S'mEAK SENSOR wm 2 

1 Nose Angle 130 133 135 126 

2 Span 34' (170) 36' 35.5' 34' 
36' (190) 

3 Cross-bar sweep 6" 4" 4- '" 6" 

4 Cross-bar Webbing, \'lebbing, ~~ire, Cable. 
restraint front safety front safety front safety 
system wire. wire. wire. 

S Batten material 3/8" and 1/2" 1/2" 3/8" 3/8" 
. diarreter • 

6 Sailcloth 4.4oz 4.4oz 4.4oz t-1yl ar 
sandwich 

7 Faired, closable 'x'es 'x'e s 'x'es 'x'e s 
keel po::ket 

G Weight 7?lb 77lb 69lb 76lb 
(\~ithout bullshit) ._._ .. _--

9 Price $1800 $2500 l>.p):lrox $2900 J\'"l;::>rox . $2500 .flr:prox . 
inc . tax 

I--- ---_._. 
10 Signi ficant results 1st, 4th, 7th, 5th, 19th 2nd, 21st 18th 

in '83 Worl d champs 10th . 
(5 entered) (4 enter ed ) (11 ente r ed) (6 entered ) 

.. .. 

... and just so you understand this table fully here ' s a few carrrents to p::>nder on ... 

A wider nose- angle increases the efficiency of the wing . But it ' s not that easy . It takes time , 
effort and rroney to work out the other factors . Moyer took the time , make the effort and spent 
the rroney . \Ve got the performance - and a lighter frarre by using less wing-bar for the sarre span ! 
Increasing the span increases the aspect ratio , decreases total wing drag so increasing glide angle 
Easy ? No, but with different sail cuts , pr ototypes, batten pr of iles we achieved a better glide 
with span . 
Effective frarre design maximises strength while min~sing weight . For instance , the rrore swept 
the cross- bars , the weaker they are . We at MOYES have gone further by putting a nylon ball in 
the centre and transferred the load from the off- centre plates to the ball thus ensuring a column 
load . The r esult? A lighter , stronger cr oss- bar . Webbing under shock load stretches more t han 
cable dissipating the load quicker , and as a bonus we get a 2 : 1 pulley system which makes pulling 
the cross-bar back twice as easy ! 
3/8" battens catpared to 1/2 " give 5 mph extra speed, a better glide , 2 . 5 lb lighter weight and 
more importantly , it radically improves the handling , expecially at low speeds . 
No one else in Australia has this batten material . 
4.40z cloth is expensive , hight performance , high weave density fabric with an excellent "rrerrory" 
meaning that it doesn ' t rag-out quickly . 5 . 3 oz cloth is cheaper, low weave density fabric , 2 . 5 lb 
heavier than a 4. 4 oz sail . To be competitive on a world scale MOYES use the best available cloth 
and frankly , if you don ' t use 4 . 4 oz or mylar derivatives you ' re just not in the ball garre . 
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